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ORBIT AND FORMATION CONTROL FOR LOW-EARTH-ORBIT 
GRAVIMETRY DRAG-FREE SATELLITES 
Enrico Canuto,* Luigi Colangelo,† Marcello Buonocore‡, Luca Massotti**and 
Bénédicte Girouart*** 
The paper outlines orbit and formation control of a long-distance (>100 km) two-
satellite formation for the Earth gravity monitoring. Orbit control applies to a sin-
gle satellite and performs altitude control. Here formation control is formulated 
as a control capable of altitude and distance control at the same time. The satellites 
being placed in a low Earth orbit, orbit and formation control employ the meas-
urements of a global navigation system. Formation control is imposed by long-
distance laser interferometry, which is the key instrument for gravity measure-
ment. Orbit and formation control are low-frequency control systems in charge of 
cancelling bias and drift of the residual drag-free accelerations. Drag-free control 
is the core of the orbit/formation control since it allows the formation to fly drag-
free only subject to gravity. Drag-free control being required to have a bandwidth 
close to 1 Hz, is designed as the inner loop of the formation control. In turn, for-
mation control must not destroy drag-free performance, which objective demands 
that formation control be effective only below the 0.2 mHz orbital frequency. 
Control design is based on a new orbit and formation dynamics, which are com-
pared with the classical Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations. The new dynamic 
equations are the first step in building the embedded model, which is the core of 
the control unit. Embedded model derivation is explained only for the orbit con-
trol, and briefly mentioned for the formation control. Simulated results are pro-
vided. Drag free results are compared with GOCE experimental data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Drag-free concepts  
Post ESA’s GOCE (Gravity field and steady state Ocean Circulation Explorer [1], [2], [3]) and 
post GRACE (GRAvity recovery and Climate Experiment, [4]) space Earth gravimetry missions, 
gravitational wave observatories like LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna [5]), equivalence 
principle experiments like MICROSCOPE (MICRO-Satellite a traînee Compensée pour l'Obser-
vation du Principe d'Equivalence, [6]) will rely on a formation of free falling ‘proof masses’ and 
on the measurement of their distance variations for revealing anomalies and variations of the local 
gravity field. A spacecraft hosting in a proper cage free falling masses is referred to as drag-free 
satellites, since drag must be cancelled to keep proof masses free in the cage. Two alternatives are 
possible. 
1) Free-falling mass concept. The satellite chases and centers in the cage the proof mass through 
a control system, which is fed by proof-mass position sensors and is actuated by thrusters mounted 
on the cage. The gravitational mass motion becomes very clean except for parasitic forces to be 
abated by construction. The satellite becomes drag-free by tracking the proof mass and not by di-
rectly rejecting non-gravitational forces. Only a single proof mass can be tracked: two or more free-
falling masses may be arranged as the shells of the inner proof mass as in the MICROSCOPE 
payload [6]. As an alternative, other proof-masses may be actively suspended to the cage as in the 
accelerometer concept. LISA Pathfinder [7] has been adopted an assembly of this kind.  
2) Accelerometer concept. The proof mass is arranged with an active suspension system that 
keeps the mass centered in the cage and performs initial centering after launch. As the suspension 
force provides a measurement of the non-gravitational forces acting on the satellite, they can be 
directly cancelled by thrusters commanded by a drag-free control. The paper is concerned with this 
solution. Many accelerometers can be mounted on a single satellite like on GOCE, where three 
orthogonal pairs of proof masses 0.5 m distant constituted a 3D gradiometer.  
In principle, both solutions can coexist like in LISA [5] and Gravity Probe B [8], since active 
suspensions may be employed for mass centering, and subsequently switched off.  
Future missions technology and requirements 
Performance of gravimetry by means of a long-distance formation as in GRACE (>100 km 
distance), but at lower altitude (300 to 400 km), may be improved by making each satellite drag-
free and by disposing of an accurate distance measurement like that provided by laser interferom-
eters. Satellite-to satellite distance variations must be measured along the satellite-to–satellite line 
(SSL) which is defined as the line connecting the satellites centres-of-mass (CoM) 1C  and 2C  (see 
Figure 3). In a low-Earth-orbit, the SSL can be materialized by differential global navigation system 
instruments (GNSI). GNSI materialization is necessary for formation control, whereas laser beam 
materialization is employed by attitude control [9]. 
A first set of requirements comes from the scientific data elaboration and specifically from the 
calibration of the GOCE-class accelerometers. The main requirements concern non-gravitational 
CoM accelerations and angular accelerations as they must be ideally brought to zero, actually below 
the spectral bounds in Table 1.  
A second set of requirements concerns formation control. Requirements have been split into 
distance, radial and lateral variations with respect to a nominal circular orbit. Lateral variation re-
fers to in-line formation, where two satellites stay on the same nominal orbit. In the case of pendu-
lum formation (see Figure 3) the two satellites move on crossing orbits and the requirement is 
expressed in terms of the cone swept by the SSL during a single orbit. Formation requirements 
appear at first sight rather loose being expressed as a percentage of the nominal distance (> 100 
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km). Actually, formation control must guarantee formation stability, i.e. that the perturbations of a 
nominal formation remain bounded during the whole mission life (> 10 years).  
 
Table 1. Drag-free and formation control requirements 
No Variable Unit Bound Frequency range, 
bound type 
Drag free control 
1 3D CoM acceleration 2μm/s / Hz 0.01 > 1mHz, PSD 
2 idem 2μm/s 1 whole, max 
3 3D angular acceleration 2μrad/s / Hz 0.01 > 1mHz, PSD 
4 idem 2μrad/s 1 whole, max 
Formation control 
5 Formation distance variation % (distance) 5 whole, max 
6 Formation radial variation % (distance) 2 whole, max 
7 Mean orbit height variation m 50 < 0.2 mHz, max
8 Formation lateral variation % (distance) 1 whole, max (in 
line formation) 
9 Max formation semi-aper-
ture 
rad 0.18 whole, max (pen-
dulum formation) 
 
Formation control requires knowing the relative satellite position, which is provided by differ-
ential GNSI like GPS receivers. Drag-free control requires one or more accelerometers capable of 
providing linear and angular accelerations. Drag-free, formation and attitude control are actuated 
by a propulsion assembly (all-propulsion satellite as in [13] and [14]), consisting of eight small 
proportional thrusters capable of a few millinewton thrust. 
Control architecture and design 
The design of the Orbit and Attitude Control System (AOCS) is tackled with the aid of the 
Embedded Model Control (EMC, [15], [16]), which calls for a hierarchical and multi-rate control 
unit around the real-time embedded model of the satellite controllable dynamics. The latter is com-
plemented by the ‘stochastic dynamics’ of the disturbance to be rejected. The ensemble of the two 
dynamics must be observable by the available measurements.  
Formation and center-of-mass (CoM) drag-free control (also referred to as linear drag-free) may 
be considered as subsystems of the orbit control. Here however, formation control is defined and 
designed to encompass orbit control, which latter is restricted to altitude control. Formation control 
is designed to perform altitude control of both satellites together with distance and angular control, 
which implies that orbit control is a whole with formation control. To the purpose, a new set of 
orbit and formation perturbation equations has been developed. Formation angular control can be 
fully decoupled from distance/altitude control and will not be treated here.  
Drag-free control, being wide band, plays the role of an inner loop, thus approaching an ideal, 
zero-disturbance actuator only affected by accelerometer bias and drift. In addition, attitude control 
takes advantage of a wide-band angular drag-free control (inner loop), which is demanded to zero 
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angular accelerations for similar reasons to linear drag-free control. Alternative design of drag-free 
satellites has been made in the frequency domain as in [17], [18] and [19].  
 
Figure 1 Higher-level block-diagram of the AOCS architecture.  
To provide a better insight of the inner- and outer-loop architecture, the higher-level block-
diagram of the science-phase AOCS is shown in Figure 1. Loops 1 and 2 in Figure 1 pertain to 
attitude control [9]. Loops 3 and 4 pertain to the orbit/formation control that exploits the wide band 
(>5 Hz) of the linear acceleration measurements in order to zero non-gravitational forces, leaving 
intact gravity accelerations, as they are the science objective. Zero acceleration can only be 
achieved in a limited frequency band (see Figure 2, above 1 mHz) so as to allow actuation of the 
formation control in a lower frequency band. The control algorithm which is referred to as ‘linear 
drag-free’ plays the role of an inner loop. It provides the outer loop with a wide-band, noise-free 
actuation channel. The outer loop is in charge of stabilizing the mean satellite formation geometry, 
leaving intact formation fluctuations due to gravity. The outer loop must be frequency-coordinated 
with the inner loop, which corresponds to say that orbit commands become the smooth reference 
of the drag-free control.  
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Figure 2 Frequency coordination of inner and outer loops.  
The only coupling between orbit and attitude occurs in the conversion of the orbit commands 
from orbital to body frame, which is obtained through attitude quaternion. Because orbital and body 
frames must be accurately aligned by attitude control, better than one milliradian, since the early 
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mission phases, explicit coupling can be neglected in the control design and treated as a disturbance 
component.  
The second section of the paper is devoted to orbit, formation and drag-free dynamics. Orbit 
dynamics, to be treated in some detail, is formulated as a special kind of the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire 
(shortly HCW) equation [20], [21], which is capable of describing deformation and tilt of the orbit 
radius. Formation dynamics has been developed on the same path, and is based on the definition of 
the formation local orbital frame (FLOF). Only the discrete-time embedded model is provided, 
which is the core of the formation control. Details of the derivation are omitted. To authors’ 
knowledge, equations of this sort are unavailable in the literature. The effort of the literature is 
mainly devoted to include generic gravity potential terms as in [22] and [23] (which makes accurate 
the formation free response) or to extend relative orbit motion to highly eccentric orbits as in [24]. 
Other authors like in [25] adopt orbital element differences. Specifically, in [22] the equations of 
motion of a generic spacecraft formation in Earth orbit are written via Lagrange’s equations, and 
the generalized equations are shown to reduce to HCW equations [20] under the assumption of a 
circular reference orbit. In [23] the motion of a spacecraft formation is written in a generic form, 
as a Hamiltonian dynamic system near a reference solution. The aim is to include J2 and J3 gravity 
anomalies, but renouncing to drag forces.  
Care must be exerted in employing perturbation equations like HCW for control design in the 
case of a long-distance formation, since significant nonlinear gravity terms are neglected together 
with higher gravity harmonics. A control authority that neglects them may be demanded an exces-
sive effort. Embedded Model Control fully solves this problem as shown in the Appendix, since it 
is capable of estimating unknown model errors and of including them in the control law for being 
rejected. As a further remark, the goal of the present formation control is just to stabilize the mean 
formation geometry versus long-term drag-free residuals due to accelerometer errors. Such residu-
als are secular components of the formation variables since their spectral density becomes signifi-
cant only below the orbit frequency. As such, formation control is designed for leaving intact the 
formation fluctuations imposed by Earth gravity, which is coherent with a perturbation dynamics 
like HCW.  
Orbit, formation and drag-free control are naturally arranged and designed in a hierarchical way 
as outlined in Figure 1. Orbit altitude (2D), formation distance and roll/yaw control (the 5D outer 
loop) provide the long-term reference accelerations to be tracked by 3D drag-free control (the inner 
loop). Orbit and formation commands are designed to be narrow band, with a bandwidth (BW) well 
below the orbit frequency close to 0.2 mHz for an orbit altitude around 350 km, not to disturb the 
mid frequency range where drag free requirements are demanding. A 3D formation control exploit-
ing classical Hill’s equations is in Ref. [13].  
Experimental (GOCE) and simulated results are shown. Attitude control is not treated, but atti-
tude control is mandatory for minimizing drag-free commands, - the normal of the small front face 
is kept aligned to the CoM velocity-, and for aligning the satellite-to-satellite line with the laser 
beam. Attitude and formation control combine in the thruster dispatching law converting the 6D 
force/torque vector into eight thrusts. Satellite nominal orbits are assumed to be polar, either with 
the same right ascension of the ascending nodes (in-line formation) or slightly apart to achieve a 
pendulum formation as in Figure 3. 
ORBIT AND FORMATION DYNAMICS  
Formation type and frames of reference 
Two formation types have been selected as candidates:  
1)  The formation type A is an in-line formation which consists of a pair of satellites on the same 
nominal polar orbit, defined by RAAN   and perigee anomaly   , with 
0.015 rad  . 
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2)  The formation type B is a pendulum formation, which consists of a pair of satellites placed on 
two slightly separated orbits, having either different inclination or right ascension of the as-
cending node (the latter solution has been selected as preferable). The orbits are defined by 
RAAN    and perigee anomaly   , with 0.003 rad  . 
The nominal altitude nomh  ranges between 325 and 425 km. Orbit period nomP , angular rate nom  
and frequency nomf  vary within the range: 
 5.46 5.59 ks, 1.12 1.15 mrad/s, 1.79 1.83 Hznom nom nomP f      . (1) 
Reference frames 
FLOFj

1r

r
1C
2C
C
2r

FLOF
ri
d

 FLOFk

 
Figure 3 Local and formation frames in the pendulum formation (type B). 
Four main frames are necessary. The inertial frame  1 2 3, , ,O i i i I =  is the Earth centered equa-
torial frame frozen at some date. Two satellites 1, 2k   are considered, where, as in Figure 3, 1k   
refers to the leader, and 2k   to the follower. The formation local orbital frame (FLOF)  1 2 3, , ,C o o o   F  is the frame common to both satellites, which is defined by the relative position 
1 2r r r      and by the mean radius  1 2 / 2r r r     through the relations 
 
1 2 3 1 2
/ /,  ,  
/ /
,  ,  k k
r r r r do o o o o
d r r r d
d r r r r r
 


   
  
       
   . (2) 
The first axis 1o

 is the direction of satellite-to-satellite line (SSL). The FLOF to inertial transfor-
mation ioR  derives from (2). The third frame is the local vertical local horizontal frame (LVLH)  1 2 3, , ,k k k k kC l l l   L  of each satellite and is defined by  
 3 2 1 2 3,  ,  
r r rl l l l l
r r r
   
      
  . (3) 
The first axis of the FLOF and LVLH frames is referred to as tangential, the second as lateral and 
the third one as radial. The fourth frame is the body frame  1 2 3, , ,k k k k kC b b b   C  centered in the 
satellite CoM kC . The first axis 1kb

 is assumed to be aligned with the outcoming laser beam; the 
third axis 3kb

 is aligned with the direction normal to the solar panel plane. The body to inertial 
transformation is denoted by ikR . Nominally, the FLOF frame rotates around 2o

 in both formation 
types A and B. In the pendulum type it rotates also around 3o

.  
Given a coordinate vector, that is to say r, measurement, reference, prediction and tracking error 
are denoted by r, r , rˆ and  r r r , respectively. The body to formation transformation is de-noted by lkR  and holds  
  i i ok o kR R R . (4) 
Orbit and formation perturbations 
Consider the CoM dynamics of both satellites 
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          0 0,  0 ,  0 ,  1,2k k k k k k kr t g r a t r r r v k              , (5) 
and transform it into the mean and differential dynamics  
 
           
            
1 2
0 0
1 2 0 0
,  0 ,  0
2
,  0 ,  0
g r g r
r t a t r r r v
r t g r g r a t r r r v     
    
     
         
          
. (6) 
In (5), ka

 is the non-gravitational acceleration of each satellite, summing up drag-free residuals and 
orbit/formation authority. Mean and differential non-gravitational accelerations in (6) are defined 
as  
 1 21 2 ,  2
a aa a a a   
    
. (7) 
Orbit perturbations can be expressed in the LVLH frame in two ways (see Figure 4). 
1)  Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire [20] perturbations are defined as the CoM displacement 
,k k nom kr r r      from a Kepler reference orbit  ,nom kr t  either circular or elliptical [24]. The per-
turbation coordinates are given in the LVLH frame ,nom kL  of the reference orbit. 
2)  Radial and angular perturbations will be defined and used here. They consist in the radial per-
turbation  3, , 3,k k k nom k kr l r r l     and in the angular rate k  of the orbit LVLH frame L . Since 
only three degrees-of-freedom exist, the angular rate vector k  can only possess two nonzero 
components. Moreover, if ,nom kr  is constant, a reference sphere can be defined and the pertur-
bations become the radius deviation kr , the deviation ,y k  of the longitudinal motion ex-
pressed by ,y k , and the lateral perturbation provided by ,z k .  
kr

,nom kC
kC
1, ,nom kl

3,kl

2, ,nom kl

kr 
2,kl

1,kl

,nom kr

3,k kr l

, ,z k k 
, ,y k k 
2, ,nom kl

 
Figure 4 Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire and radial/angular perturbations. 
A combination of Cartesian and angular perturbations can be extended to a two-satellite for-
mation with the help of the FLOF F  which has been defined in (2). A reference sphere of radius 
nomr  is associated to the formation CoM r
, and a nominal formation SSL of length nomd  and tangent 
to the reference sphere is associated to the relative position r  . Three Cartesian perturbations  , ,x zd r r    are defined as follows (see Figure 5) 
 
 
 
1
3 1
nom
nom z x
r d d o
r r r o r o
 
 
 
  
 
   . (8) 
The perturbation xr  is referred to as ‘radial difference’ since it is proportional to the mean radius 
difference of the satellite orbits. The other three DoF are provided by the angular rate vector   of 
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the FLOF, that now can be shown to possess three nonzero components. The paper restricts to a 
detailed derivation of the orbit perturbation equations. 
2o

1r

r
1C
2C
C
2r

1
ro
d


3o

 3 3z nom zr o r r o  
1xr o 
zx
y
 
Figure 5 Formation perturbations. 
The perturbations in (8) with respect to a reference sphere fits to a type A formation, but not to 
the type B, since the reference orbit of the formation CoM is circular for the type A, but elliptical 
for the type B. Actually the difference is proved to be negligible. In fact the plane of the elliptical 
orbit is shown to coincide with the plane of the type A less a negligible deviation, and the mean 
radius of the elliptical orbit - in other terms the semi-major axis - is the same as for the type A. 
Since the requirements of the formation control in Table 1 only concern secular deviations below 
the orbit angular rate, the reference elliptical orbit can be replaced by the mean circular orbit. In 
summary, perturbations (8) apply also to type B.   
Let us assume that the reference circular orbits ,nom kr

 of each satellite have equal and constant 
radiuses 1 2r r   . The inertial coordinates hold 
 
   
    
    
  
 
,
3
cos cos
sin cos
sin
,  /
nom k
nom nom
t
t Z t
t
t t
  
    
 
     
       
  
r
, (9) 
where  Z   denotes a rotation around 3i, and the numerical range of nom  is reported in (1). Us-
ing (9) the next Lemma is proved. 
Lemma 1. The reference orbit of the formation CoM  1, 2, / 2nom nom nomr r r     is circular for the 
formation type A and elliptical for the formation type B, has a semi-major axis noma  , and has 
the angular rate nom  in (9).  
Proof. The angular rate is written by taking the average of the two orbits as follows 
 
   
       
, ,3
,1 ,2
3
,  1,2
2
nom k nom k
nom nom
nom nom
r t r t k
r t r t
r t r t




 
 
 
   
. (10) 
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The orbit shape is obtained by transforming (9) into orbit plane components (perigee frame), which 
yields 
 
       
   
   
   
2
cos cos
cos / 2 1 tan sin
0
tan sin tan ,  tan 0.05 mrad
nom
t
t Z X i i t
i i
 
      
   
        
  
r
, (11) 
where i  is the negligible inclination correction. For the type A, 0   and the orbit is circular 
with radius  cosnoma   . For the type B, the orbit is elliptical with eccentricity 
0.003e   . By neglecting i , the semi-major axis holds  cosnoma   . □ 
As a corollary of Lemma 1, the reference orbit of Type B can be approximated by the same 
circular polar orbit of the type A. This follows by neglecting i  and e  . More precisely, 
nomr  of type A coincides with the mean circular orbit of type B. This follows by expressing the 
radius in terms of the eccentric anomaly E  and by taking the orbit average as 
 
    
 
1 cos
1 nom
nom nom
t P
nom nomt
nom
t a e E t
d a
P
 
 

r
r
, (12) 
where nomP  has been defined in (1). Observe that whereas the error of neglecting i  is well less 
than 1m, the radius fluctuation in (12) due to e is of the order of 10 km. A goal of the orbit and 
formation control is to leave intact periodical components, but to cancel secular components. 
Orbit perturbation dynamics 
Continuous time equations 
In this section, equations imposed by radial and angular perturbations are derived and compared 
with HCW equations that can be found in [13]. We restrict to a single satellite and the subscript k  
is dropped. The LVLH frame L  is the frame of reference. To the purpose, let us decompose the 
orbit radius in (5) as  
   3 ,  constantnom nomr rl r r l r     , (13) 
and the components of the LVLH angular rate vector as 1 2 3x y zl l l     
   . The following 
lemma is well known and expresses the alignment of the orbit angular momentum with the LVLH 
second axis 2l

. 
Lemma 2. The longitudinal component of   is zero, 0x  .   
Lemma 2 implies that the orbit deviation from the instantaneous plane  1 3,l l   can only be obtained 
through a rotation   of the horizontal axis 1l

 - in other terms of the velocity vector r  - on the 
reference sphere. The perturbation equations to be derived below will reinforce the statement. To 
this end, gravity vector g  in (5) splits into a (variable) radial component and a perturbation g  : 
 
       
       
   
2
3
1 2 3
2 3
,
, , , ,
/
s
x y z
s
g r t r t l g r
g r g r l g r l g r l
t r t
  
       
 
 
  

  
  
. (14)  
In principle also the J2 gravity term should be made explicit in (14), since as shown in [13], orbital 
frequencies modify of the order of 0.1 % and long term beat motions are generated. Model deriva-
tion including J2 will be a development of this study, but the present model has been shown by 
extensive simulations to be effective for control design also without an explicit inclusion of J2 
corrections.  
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The vectorial equation of the perturbed motion of (5) follows from the derivative of r in (13) 
and holds 
    3 32rl r r rl a g r                        . (15) 
The LVLH components write as follows 
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
   
 
   

 



. (16) 
Equation (16) describes the perturbation dynamics, since it is driven by the exogenous acceler-
ation ka . It must be completed with kinematic equations. They are derived by denoting the Euler 
angles as  , ,      , where   has been defined in (9), and by adopting the 231 Tait-Bryan 
sequence, as follows 
 
   
 
cos tan sin tan
cos / cos sin / cos
sin cos
r
y
z
r t v t
t
 
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



. (17) 
By dropping the second equation from (16) and replacing z  in (17), the seven equations in (16) 
and (17) reduce to six like HCW equation. The angular rate x  has been dropped because of 
Lemma 2. 
Because of the orbit control, small perturbations can be assumed in (16) and (17), and the per-
turbation dynamics can be linearized. The next Lemma states that the equilibrium point on the 
reference sphere provides a circular orbit as in the HCW assumption.  
Lemma 3. The equilibrium point on the reference sphere nomr r  holds 
 
 
0
0,  0
0
0
xe ze
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e
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r
r r
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
  . (18) 
Proof. It follows by setting 0k kg a    in (16), and by zeroing the derivatives in (16) and in 
(17), except  . □ 
It is now possible to write the linearized equations around the equilibrium (18). A sixth order 
state equation is obtained having the following state vector, whose components possess length and 
angular units; namely 
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
. (19) 
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The first entry in (19) is the radial perturbation and v  is the normalized radial rate, x  is the 
tangential perturbation and s  is the total longitudinal speed, y  and z  are the lateral perturba-
tions. To write the linearized equation, the external acceleration components ,  , ,ja j x y z  in (15) 
are split into command ju  and disturbance jd , where the latter correspond to the drag-free residu-
als. The measurement ry  is the radial perturbation which is affected by the model error re . The 
next lemma is immediate.  
Lemma 4. The linearized state equation of (16) and (17) around the equilibrium (18) takes the 
form 
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z z z
nom x x x
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r r
v v
u d g
s s
t t u d g
x x
u d g
y y
z z
 
        
 
                                                                       






    
. (20) 
The radial perturbation r  is controllable by both radial and longitudinal commands zu  and xu .□ 
The equation matrices of (20) are the same as the HCW equation in [13] upon reordering of the 
state variables. The main difference lies in the separation between radial and angular perturbations 
as expressed by (19). This is coherent with the NGGM control objectives: (i) orbit altitude control 
through r , (ii) alignment of the body quaternion to the orbit frame quaternion made by attitude 
control.  
If we restrict to altitude control, only the radial perturbation is measured from GNSI instruments 
as follows 
 
       
   
1 0 0 0 0 0r r
r nom
y t t e t
y t r t r
 
 
x
, (21) 
where re  is the model error, including measurement errors and neglected dynamics.  
Discrete-time orbit dynamics 
In the GOCE mission [27], the average orbit height was regulated tangentially through the 
unique longitudinal thruster. The height was regulated from ground station to stay within average 
fluctuations of about 10 m. By disposing of a six-DoF propulsion, both command authorities be-
come available according to Lemma 4. GOCE regulation was obtained by impulsive commands, 
which is a standard orbit control practice. Here we look for a continuous control which is capable 
of respecting the drag-free requirements. A candidate is a stepwise command with a sampling time 
equal to the orbit period nomP , or even a piecewise command that linearly interpolates two succes-
sive values and is sampled at a shorter time /p nom pT P N , with 1pN  . Four main reasons can be 
given. 
1)  The sampling frequency nomf  is well below the critical drag-free BW, 0.2 mHz<1 mHznomf 
. 
2)  Only the secular disturbance components jd  in (20) must be cancelled, without affecting the 
periodic terms jg . 
3)  A stepwise (piecewise) command has a smaller magnitude than an impulsive control and the 
spectrum is decaying with a -20 dB/decade (-40 dB/decade). 
4)  The baseline thruster authority is rather small, of the order of a few millinewtons, and only a 
portion can be allocated to orbit control. 
A first issue is whether the controllability of the state equation (20) is conserved, when con-
verted to discrete time under the orbit sampling step nomP . Since the HCW equation and the ra-
dial/angular equation (20) are equivalent, we shall restrict to the latter.  
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A second issue concerns the aliasing of the periodic gravity components jg  in (20), which may 
generate parasitic secular components having magnitude larger than the command authority. This 
issue is solved by filtering the measurements through a suitable notch filter having Bode magnitude 
as in Figure 6. Filter dynamics will not enter the Embedded Model to be derived below, thus con-
tributing to neglected dynamics. To partially overcome the drawback, the notch filter transfer func-
tion has been designed to bounded by a delay less than / 2nomP , and the closed-loop eigenvalues 
of the altitude control have been tuned on such account. As a result the residual contribution of jg  
comes only from the Earth rotation rate and from the inaccuracy of nomP . Therefore the term jg  
can be dropped from equation (20) and the residuals can be hidden in the term jd . 
 
Figure 6 Typical Bode magnitude of the notch filter.  
The discrete-time (DT) equation of (20), sampled at the orbit period nomP  and assuming zero-
order interpolation (stepwise) along each orbit period, can be proved to have the form  
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. (22) 
Equation (22), which applies also to HCW equation in [13], can be referred to as a secular orbit 
dynamics. The frequency domain is upper bounded by the Nyquist frequency max 0.5/ nomf P . The 
link between n nomt nP  and the faster sampling times it iT , where 0.1 sT   is the accelerome-
ter time unit, which is the least AOCS time unit, is given by  
      floor / ,  round /nomn i i N N P T  . (23)  
All the state variables are decoupled except the lateral perturbation pair y  and z . The input 
variables ju  and jd  are given in acceleration units 
2m/s   . The next Lemma fixes the controlla-
bility properties. We are only interested in radial controllability. We assume that the body axes are 
aligned with LVLH axes.  
Lemma 5. The radial perturbation is only tangentially controllable, by xu . The longitudinal per-
turbation x  is both tangentially and radially controllable. The lateral perturbations y  and z , 
which are proportional to angular perturbations, are not controllable. The radial dynamics ex-
pressed by r  is bounded-input-bounded output (BIBO) unstable.□ 
Since we are only interested in the radial (altitude) control, we drop the uncontrollable state 
variables and the radial command from (22), but, in order to describe the secular components (bias 
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and drift) of the unknown disturbance jd , where ,j x z , we add two first-order stochastic dy-
namics having state variable djx . The assumptions lead to the following embedded model of the 
orbit 
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. (24) 
where 
 
2
2
2
2
nom
nom
Pb    . (24) 
In (24) ,  x dxw w  and ,  z dzw w  play the role of arbitrary, but bounded signals, to be kept as unpre-
dictable and zero mean. They are due to the filtered wide-band components of the drag-free resid-
uals (bias and drift of the accelerometer are expressed by the state dxx ). Denote the wide-band 
unilateral root Power Spectral Density (briefly PSD) of jw  by wjS . We assume the latter to be 
constant - like for a discrete-time white noise-, because notch filter in Figure 6 plays the role of an 
anti-aliasing filter. Then the standard deviation of jw  can be approximated by 
 2 2/ / 2 0.01  m/swj wj nom nom nomS P P   . (25) 
Discrete-time formation dynamics  
In the NGGM mission, the altitude control can be either separately implemented on each satel-
lite, or combined with the formation control. The former solution applies to the early mission phases 
when formation is still under construction and each satellite is stand-alone controlled. As soon as 
the formation distance can be on-board controlled (it requires radio interlink to exchange GNSI 
data), altitude and formation control are combined into a unique strategy. This is permitted by the 
FLOF definition in (2) and by the perturbation definition in (8) and in Figure 5.  
Formation dynamics is obtained by the same method for the orbit dynamics. The degrees of 
freedom now become six and the corresponding state equations twelve. A detailed derivation and 
proof would require an ad hoc paper. Here only the discrete-time embedded model is reported 
together with the control law. To simplify treatment only the three DoF of interest as in (8) are 
reported, namely the distance perturbation d , the normalized ‘radial difference’ x  and the ra-
dial perturbation zr : 
 2 1
/ 0.04
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x x
z z nom
nom nom
d d d
r r r
r r r
d r
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 


 
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 
 
, (26) 
where nomd  is the mean reference distance. The discrete-time state equation that has been obtained 
by discretizing a continuous-time perturbation equation at the orbit nominal period nomP , was 
found to hold 
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  (27) 
The time step n  has the same meaning as in (23). The command entries may be expressed in 
terms of the satellite commands using 1, 2k   to indicate leader and follower satellites: 
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  . (28) 
Observe that the difference in (28) is the opposite of that adopted in (7), but it allows negative sign 
elimination. In matrix form we have 
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A similar definition applies to jd  and jd , ,j x z . Only the longitudinal and radial commands 
enter (27). The input term w  in (27) is the sum of two DC terms, since the corresponding varia-
bles can be shown to be the free response of a single integrator. Therefore, the second term within 
brackets says that the mean distance rate d  is proportional to the ‘radial difference’ x . In fact, 
equation (27) shows that d  is driven by x , and the latter is proportional to d . Equation (27) 
can be rewritten in the compact form 
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In (30), cx  is the controllable state vector, cA  is the state matrix and cB  is the command matrix in 
(27) The disturbance vector d , which includes also the bias cG w , has been split into the state 
dx  and the noise w. The state vector cx  is directly measurable from GNSI data through a notch 
filter, less the model error e. The following Lemma indicates that (30) is overactuated, and com-
mand optimization is possible through a pseudo-inverse. 
Lemma 6. The matrix cB B S  in (30), sized 3 4 , is full rank and admits the pseudo inverse  
   1† † 1 1T Tc cB S B S SS B   . (31) 
Drag-free discrete-time dynamics 
Orbit and formation embedded models (24) and (30) assume that high-frequency (
1/nom nomf f P  ) forcing accelerations in (20) are only due to the gravity periodic components 
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kg . This is only true if short-term non-gravitational accelerations are cancelled by an appropriate 
control action, referred to as drag-free control. Cancellation should not concern orbit and formation 
authority, as they are designed to be low-frequency, nomf f . Cancellation can be formulated as 
a tracking problem, where the measured non-gravitational acceleration tracks a reference acceler-
ation refa  imposed by orbit and formation control. Such an acceleration has been specifically de-
noted by xu  and zu  in (22) (the subscript k  was dropped), and by xku  and zku , 1, 2k  , in (29). 
In essence, reference accelerations consist of the opposite of the accelerometer bias and drift, as 
they corrupt drag-free commands, but are estimated from GNSI measurements and are rejected by 
orbit and formation commands. 
Assume that linear accelerometers provide measurements in the body frame kC . Since attitude 
control is such to align body frame to FLOF frame F  with accuracy of the order of microradians, 
accelerations can be assumed to be measured in the FLOF frame. Since drag-free control is actuated 
on each satellite, a single satellite is considered, dropping the subscript k . The embedded model 
allows each FLOF component to be controlled separately, leading to three decoupled drag-free 
controls for each spacecraft. To this end, denote a generic scalar measurement with ay  and the 
corresponding non-gravitational acceleration with a . Measurements being sampled, a discrete 
time it iT  is adopted, 0.1 sT   being the accelerometer time unit in (23). ay  and a  are decom-
posed as follows 
 
     
       
a a
a a a
a i u i d i
y i a i b i w i
 
   , (32) 
where au  is the command, ad  is the disturbance to be cancelled, ab  is the accelerometer bias/drift 
and aw  is the short-term error. The following Theorem tells how to model ad . 
Theorem 1. Assume ad  is completely unknown and that no relation is known with any variable 
except ay  in (32). To make ad  be exactly cancelled at any instant (ideal drag-free) such as   0a i   
in (32), ad  must be the output of a state equation driven the accelerometer measurements.  
Proof. The disturbance ad  can only be derived from ay  either through a static or dynamic rela-
tion. Assuming   0a i  , a static relation may only replace ad  with the accelerometer error. There-
fore only a dynamic relation is viable. Traditionally this is done by integrating accelerometer meas-
urements. The Embedded Model Control [15], [16], [28] implements a more generic procedure, by 
constructing the stochastic dynamic model of the disturbance class to be estimated and rejected. □ 
Assuming full uncertainty, the disturbance dynamics can only be driven by arbitrary unknown 
signals to be designed [26]. Their design has exploited experimental data and literature about ther-
mosphere density at altitudes from 300 to 400 km and in a frequency band from DC up to 1 Hz as 
requested by drag free requirements. Experimental thruster noise has been also accounted for. A 
second-order stochastic dynamics driven by a three-dimensional bounded noise vector dw  allows 
to envelope the high-frequency spectral density of combination of drag, thruster noise and accel-
erometer bias/drift [14]. The relevant state equation which includes sensor and actuator dynamics 
and is embedded in the control unit, reads as 
 
         
     
       
       
01 ,  0d d d d d d d d
a d d a
a a d d
a a a
i A i B u i G i
y i C i e i
d i b i x i w i
a i d i b i u i
    
 
  
  
x x w x x
x
. (33) 
Notations in (33) are as follows 
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 
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 ,  0 ,  0 1 0 ,  ,  
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0
d d d a a
d d d d d d d
d s
d
x w
A B G x w
s w
C
                                                   

x w
. (34) 
Disturbance ad  and bias/drift ab  sum up in the third equation of (33), since bias cannot be sepa-
rated from accelerometer data. Actuator and sensor dynamics is accounted for by a first-order dy-
namics (first row in (33)) as in the GOCE drag-free control [14]. Drag-free control is designed upon 
and includes (33). The variable ae  is the model error. The fourth equation in (33) provides the ac-
celeration a  that has to be zeroed. For GOCE-class accelerometers and thrusters, sensor and actu-
ator dynamics in (33) simplifies to a delay, i.e. 1d  . The next Lemma certifies that (33) agrees 
with Theorem 1. 
Lemma 7. Equation (33) is observable from ay .  
ORBIT AND FORMATION CONTROL  
As already mentioned orbit and formation control are organized in a hierarchical way. The inner 
loop is the drag-free control; the outer loop is the orbit/formation control. The block diagram is in 
Figure 7. Only the formation control is reported here. The orbit control is a simplification of the 
formation control when each satellite is stand-alone controlled. Both algorithms are organized 
around an embedded model, which is fed by noise estimator and control law. Drag-free control is 
the simpler one, since no reference generator is necessary. Formation control includes the reference 
generator which matches reference signals and reference model, and thus provides reference tra-
jectory and command. The preprocessing blocks convert measurements into embedded-model out-
put variables. Formation preprocessing is followed by notch filters that eliminate the orbit periodic 
terms not to be touched. The notch filter output is then sampled at the orbit rate. Formation prepro-
cessing and notch filter work at the GNSI time unit 1 sgT  . 
nomP
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Figure 7 Block-diagram of the formation and drag free control 
Control objectives and hierarchy 
Ideal control objectives are the following. 
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1)  Drag-free. The total non-gravitational acceleration of each satellite and of each FLOF coordi-
nate must track the orbit and formation acceleration refa : 
 refa a . (35) 
2)  Formation. The long-term distance must be constant: 
    
nom
t
ave nomt P
d t d d d   . (36) 
3)  Orbit. The long-term altitude must be constant: 
    
nom
t
ave nomt P
r t r d r   . (37) 
Actually, drag-free requirements are expressed in terms of a bowl-shape upper limit  aS f  of 
the spectral density of a , as in Figure 2, whose minimum insists on the frequency band 
  1 mHz 5 0.1 Hzf f   B . (38) 
In (38) the upper frequency limit matches the Earth ground spatial resolution of 100 km. At low 
Earth orbits, that is to say at the altitudes from 325 to 425 km, drag rejection up to 0.5 Hzdf   is 
mandatory if such a spatial resolution [14] should be achieved. That is made possible by an accel-
erometer bandwidth wider than the Nyquist frequency of 5 Hz. Orbit control must be multi-rate 
and hierarchical. The low-frequency increase of  aS f  in Figure 2 allows the residual acceleration 
to accommodate refa  which is in charge of cancelling accelerometer bias/drift.  
Orbit altitude control 
The reference trajectory 
The reference dynamics is the same as in (24), but free of noise and disturbance. Its role is to 
compute a smooth reference trajectory of the radial perturbation, which is driven by a bounded 
command authority. The reference dynamics holds: 
         0,, 0,
,
0,
1 0 0 2 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 ,  0
0 6 1 3 2
ref ref ref ref
x ref
ref ref ref ref
z ref
ref ref ref ref
r r r r
u
s n s n b n s s
u
x x x x
   
   
    
                                                            
. (39) 
Given an initial, measured radial perturbation 0,ref nomr r r   , and the command bound ,maxx xu u
, the reference command is computed as follows 
 
      
 
 
, ,max ,max
,
sat / 2
0
1,  1
sat ,  1
1,  1
x ref ref ref x x
z ref
u n k r n bu u
u n
x
x x x
x
 

    
  (40) 
The next Theorem provides conditions for closed-loop stabilization of (39) and (40). 
Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the control law (40) to asymptotically zero 
refr  is that 1 1refk  . If 1refk  , 0refr   is achieved in the finite time 
 
0,
,max
1 floor 1
2
ref
ref
x
r
N
bu
      
. (41) 
Proof. The necessary and sufficient condition makes the radial dynamics, i.e. the first row of 
(39), asymptotically stable. Assuming a deadbeat control, namely 1refk  , equation (41) is equiv-
alent to write  
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  0,
,max ,max
0 1
2 2
ref ref ref
ref
x x
r N r
N
bu bu
     . (42) 
Thus    2 ref ref ref refbu N r N   and  1 0ref refr N   . □ 
To give a numerical value, assume 2 2,max 1 m/sx nomu     which corresponds to about 1 mN 
thrust for a 1000 kg satellite, which is an upper bound to NGGM mass. Then the number of orbits 
to achieve the nominal altitude is  
 0, 0,80 ( 5 days) @ 1 km4
ref
ref ref
r
N r
     . (43) 
For a drag-free satellite, the above figure applies both to ascending and descending altitude.  
The second equation in (39) allows computing the effect of ,x refu  on the orbit angular rate, 
which is hidden in the total speed refs . Differentiating the last equation in (14), the angular rate 
perturbation ,y ref  becomes related to the radial perturbation as follows 
    , 32 nomy ref refnomn r nr
   .  (44) 
State predictor  
The embedded model (24) is driven by commands to be computed by control law and noise 
components. Noise estimator is in charge of real-time estimating such components, and therefore 
of updating disturbance and controllable state variables of the embedded model. The ensemble that 
consists of embedded model and noise estimator behaves like a state predictor, but their aim is 
wider since they aim to keep updated the disturbance state dxx  to be cancelled by the control law. 
Noise is estimated by closing the feedback around the embedded model, the feedback being driven 
by the model error re . Since only the state variables r  and dxx  are observable from the output ry  
in (24), the embedded model simplifies to  
 
       
           
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1
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x
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r r mr r
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r r wb
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x
 

                           
      
  (45) 
The noise estimator is the static feedback  
    r x r
dx dx
w l
n e n
w l
          . (46) 
In the Kalman filter framework, the gains xl  and dxl  are designed to minimize the prediction 
error covariance. Here, they are designed to guarantee stability of the whole closed-loop system in 
the presence of neglected dynamics like that due to notch filter. In fact, because of notch filter, 
GNSI measurement errors become negligible with respect to the altitude tolerance in Table 1, and 
Kalman optimization becomes unnecessary. To guarantee stability, an approximation of the ne-
glected dynamics must be known. Then the state equation (or the transfer function rP  in the linear 
case) of the ‘fractional error dynamics’ from the model output mry  to the model error re  must be 
built. The Z-transform input-output relation is the following 
      r r mre z P z y z  . (47) 
A sufficient stability condition [28] corresponds to  
    
max
2 2max 1nom nomj fP j fPr r rf f V e P e
      , (48) 
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where rV  is the overall control transfer function, which under the assumptions as in [28] can be 
approximated by the complementary sensitivity of the state predictor 
       mrr pr r
y z
V z V z
y z
  . (49) 
The stability margin is 1r . The product r rV P  can be referred as the closed-loop error dynamics. 
Figure 8 shows the Nyquist plot of the open-loop and closed-loop fractional error dynamics. The 
open-loop tends to include the critical point 1 0j  , whereas the closed loop is inside the unit 
circle, thus guaranteeing stability with a margin larger than one octave, 1 2r  . The margin is 
strictly related to the values of the noise estimator gains in (46) and to the BW of rV , which has 
been designed close to 0.02 mHz, i.e. one tenth of mf . 
 
Figure 8 Nyquist plot of the open-loop and closed-loop fractional error dynamics. 
The altitude control  
It has been shown in [28] that the stability condition (48) allows the control law to be designed 
model-based, thus forgetting model errors. However, the closed-loop performance, that is to say 
the statistics of the tracking error, depends on the overall control transfer function rV  in (49), which 
in turn is dominated by the state predictor complement prV . Since we are just interested to asymp-
totic performance, we forget the state predictor dynamics (which is otherwise essential for guaran-
teeing stability), that is to say we assume 1prV  . In other terms, we restrict to a frequency domain 
which is upper limited by the state predictor BW.  
Under such assumptions, that  may be referred to as ‘ideal’ or ‘model-based’, the altitude control 
must asymptotically stabilize the radial dynamics, ‘exactly’ cancel the disturbance xd  and track the 
reference perturbation refr  given by (39). To this end, the ‘ideal’ control law writes as  
 
        
 
     
,2 2 2
0
x x ref r ref dx
z
err ref
bu n bu n k r r n bx n
u n
r n r n r n
 
  
   

 
, (50) 
where errr  is the radial tracking error. The control law cannot include the noise xw  in (24) as the 
latter is unpredictable. It is immediate to compute the error equation as a difference between (39) 
and (24) under the control law (50). Adopting similar notations as in (50) one finds  
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1 1 0 1 0
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err r err
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err r err
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err r err
r k r
w
s n k s n b n
d x w
x k x
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                                               
. (51) 
By assuming 1 1rk  , the radial error converges to zero in the mean, but fluctuates because of 
the residual xw . Secular components only affect the speed s  and the longitudinal perturbation x
, and are forced by xw  and by the mean value 0zd  of zd . A typical value of the GOCE-class accel-
erometers is 2 20 1 m/sz nomd    . The following Theorem provides the statistics of the error com-
ponents in (51). 
Theorem 4. Assuming that the stability condition 1 1rk   holds and that the bounded noise 
xw  has the statistics of (25), the asymptotic mean value and standard deviation of the tracking errors 
in (51) are: 
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  
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E
E
E
 □ (52) 
The last row of (52) shows that the longitudinal perturbation error errx  is diverging as expected 
being not controlled, whereas the longitudinal rate error errs  is statistically bounded. It is of in-
terest to estimate the maximum longitudinal error at the end of the mission life. A 10-year mission 
which is the NGGM target corresponds to about max 57000N   orbits, and the maximum error is 
found to be  
      max 720 20 1  km 1degerrx N    , (53) 
which is a negligible value. 
Formation control  
The formation control is organized like the altitude control, and consists of three subsystems, 
reference generator, noise estimator and control law built around the embedded model. As already 
said, formation control implements both distance and altitude control. 
Reference generator 
The reference generator has the aim of smoothing the distance and radial trajectories when the 
actual mean distance and altitude are not close to the reference values nomd  and nomr . In practice, 
the reference generator mechanizes formation and orbit acquisition, with the constraints of the mil-
linewton thruster authority.  
The reference embedded model is equation (30), but free of disturbance and noise. Using the 
command v  as in (27), it can be written as  
 
        ,0
,
,
1 ,  0ref c ref c ref ref ref
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z ref
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r
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   
      
x x v x x
x
. (54) 
Assuming the components of u  in (29) are bounded by 2max nomu  , the bounds to the compo-
nents of refv  in (54) derive from (29), and by neglecting 1  , hold 
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  1,maxmax 2,max
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2
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1
v
b b v m
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
               
v . (55) 
To be conservative assume simultaneous orbit and formation acquisition, and assume a constant 
reference command as for the altitude control. In practice we want to zero the initial perturbation 
,0refx  during a period of N  orbits, while respecting the bounds in (55). Solving the free and forced 
response of (54), one finds the following solution for a constant command refv : 
 ,0
0 1 0
1 31 0
2 2
0 0 1
ref ref
Nb
N

        
v x . (56) 
The least acquisition period N  is obtained by forcing (56) to agree with (55), which rule provides 
the three lower bounds ,min ,  1,2,3jN j  , as follows 
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                           
. (57) 
Equation (56) points out some difficulty in performing simultaneous orbit and formation acquisi-
tion, because of the limited command authority. The critical term is the second row in (57), which 
shows that the ‘radial difference’ is affected by the distance perturbation until the zero state is 
achieved. Depending on  , 0x ref , no room may exist for 2,refv  to zero  0re fd  until  , 0 0x ref  . This is consistent with the strategy of an earlier altitude control for preparing for-
mation acquisition and control. Equation (57) shows that initial distance and radius errors of the 
order of 1 km can be zeroed in a few days. A (mean) radial difference of 100 m demands a formation 
acquisition lasting about 10 days. Of course, these values are such to be scaled down by a broader 
command authority. 
State predictor and formation control  
By disposing of one measurement for each DoF in (27), the state predictor can be split into three 
separate predictors of the same type as in (45) and (46). The gain design is the same as for the 
altitude control. No further details are given. Given the reference trajectory and commands from 
(54) and the state variables from the state predictor, the formation control law is a multivariate 
version of the altitude law in (50). The ‘ideal’ control law holds 
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err ref c
n S n
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 
u v
v v x x x
x x x
. (58) 
The properties of (30) and (58) are established by the following Theorem. 
Theorem 5. The tracking error errx  in (58) is bounded and the mean value converges to zero if 
and only if cA K  is asymptotically stable.  
Proof. The proof follows from the error equation 
           ,01 ,  0err c err err errn A K n n    x x w x x . (59) 
The gain matrix K  can be designed to decouple the response of (59), which, given the closed-
loop eigenvalues  1 2 31 ,1 ,1c        provides 
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3 0
0 0
0 0
K
 


      
. (60) 
Drag-free control 
According to Theorem 1, to requirement (35) and to equation (33), the drag-free command of 
the satellite 1, 2k   and of the FLOF axis , ,j x y z , is given by 
 
      
     
a d ref
ref jk
u i x i a n i
a n i u n i
  
 , (61) 
where  n i  has been defined in (23) and jku  in (29). The noise component  dw i  cannot be re-
jected being simultaneous to  au i . The next theorem states how to measure dx  through the em-
bedded model (33).  
Theorem 6. The only way to measure dx  in real-time is to correlate dw  in (33) to the model 
error a a ae y x  . Restricting to a linear and time invariant (LTI) correlation, a necessary and suf-
ficient condition, under bounded ae , for guaranteeing a bounded measurement error is the static 
correlation  
    d d ai L e iw , (62) 
where aL  is a 3 1  constant vector such that d d dA L C  is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 7 and from dL  being the gain vector of a LTI state ob-
server. □ 
The three gains of dL  are obtained from the state-predictor eigenvalues  1 2 31 ,1 ,1d d d d       . A main assumption in Theorem 6 is that ae  is bounded, which is 
straightforward if ae  is command-independent. Actually it encodes the effects of the thruster-to-
accelerometer neglected dynamics (anti-aliasing filter, thruster response time) not fully accounted 
for by d . Which negligence demands restriction of the state observer bandwidth to below 0.5 Hz  
(one tenth of the Nyquist frequency of 5 Hz, as for GOCE satellite [14], [26]).  
Only a brief account of the eigenvalue design is given now, since it has been partly reported in 
[14] and [26]. Because requirements in Figure 2 and Table 1 are given in the frequency domain, 
the latter is appealing also for control design. According to EMC methodology, the key design 
equation is obtained by combining (33), (61) and (62) into the residual non-gravitational accelera-
tion as follows 
 
           
   
   
1
1
, ,,
1
1
d a a d a a d a
d d
d d
a z S z d z V z b M z e z
M z z
S z V z
 



  
  
 
, (63) 
where dS  is the overall drag-free control sensitivity and dV  the complementary sensitivity as in 
(48). They depend on the eigenvalue set a . The time signals of the Z-transforms ad  and ab  in (63) 
have been defined in (33), and correspond to the non-gravitational acceleration and to the accel-
erometer bias/drift, respectively. Equation (63) formulates the well-known result that sensitivity, 
being high-pass, cancels the low-frequency components of ad  as requested, whereas the low-fre-
quency error ab  passes into a , dV  being low-pass. However the main role of aV , as pointed out 
by (48) is to guarantee closed-loop stability in the presence of a neglected dynamics  aP z  af-
fecting the model error ae . Combination of stability and performance requirements leads to a pair 
of inequalities in the frequency domain from DC to max 5 Hzf   
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   
            2 22 2 2,max2
, 1
1 , ,
1
d d a a
d d da d d ba a
a
V f P f
S f S f V f S f S f
 
 
  
 
, (64) 
where ,maxaS  is the PSD bound in Figure 2, daS  and baS  are bounds of the experimental spectral 
densities of ad  and ab  respectively. Neglecting baS  in the second inequality of (64), both inequal-
ities can be combined in a functional to be maximized in the frequency domain and minimized with 
respect to d : 
 
 
           
max
* argmin , 1
, max , 1 ,
ad d
d P d d da d df f
J
J W V f W S f
  
     
 
     .  (65) 
The weights PW  and daW  derive from (64) and depend on f  and  . The control problem would 
result unfeasible if  min , 1
d d
J    . By expressing the eigenvalues 1 , 1,2,3dk dk k     in 
terms of a single complementary eigenvalue d , and by fixing 0 .5   , the plot in Figure 9 has 
been obtained. The control problem results to be feasible and leaves some margin. The optimal 
* 0.25d   corresponds to a BW of 0.4 Hz, as expected. 
 
Figure 9 The functional J  in (65) versus a single complementary eigenvalue. 
SIMULATED RESULTS 
Figure 10 to Figure 14 show simulated results from a complete orbit and attitude simulator, that 
includes the science-phase AOCS. Thruster noise and aerodynamics have been simplified. The 
mean orbit altitude is 340 km and the pendulum formation has been simulated. Figure 10  shows 
the formation command components. The lateral command (FLOF y-axis) is zero because for-
mation angular control is inactive. Because of the strict attitude, body frame and FLOF components 
coincide. Variables are in millinewton. Time is in ks (kiloseconds), and 2800 ks correspond to 
about one month. The longitudinal command tends to be constant, whereas the radial command 
slowly fluctuates. The difference is due to a larger drift of the radial accelerometer axis.  
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Figure 10 Formation commands in force units. 
Figure 11 shows altitude and distance tracking errors. The altitude is the mean formation altitude 
corresponding to the radius zr . The strip and slow drift of the altitude tracking error are due to 
inaccurate orbit average and sampling ( 0.0005 nomP ) because of time quantization. It is such to 
generate a beat component. The abscissa is reported as the orbit count. The distance transient (par-
tially visible) is due to a formation acquisition from an initial error of 800 m. 
 
Figure 11 Formation altitude and distance tracking errors. 
Figure 12 shows the time profile of the residual non-gravitational acceleration as a result of 
drag-free and formation control.  
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Figure 12 Residual CoM acceleration. 
The different residuals of the longitudinal and radial FLOF axes follows from the matrix (29) 
and the control law (58). Let us denote the drag-free residual vector aSd b  to be rejected by the 
formation control as 
 
1
1
2
2
x
z
a
x
z
b
b
b
b
       
b . (66) 
The generic component corresponds to the sum  0a d a dd x b w      in (33), where dx  is the 
drag-free command in (61), ab  is the accelerometer bias/drift and the noise component is assumed 
to be zero. The residual acceleration of the formation and drag-free control au  in (61) holds 
 a a u b . (67) 
Now assuming zero reference and zero tracking error in (58), we have for 0    
    
 
1 2†
1 2
0
/ 2
0
/ 2
z z
a
z z
b b
S S I
b b
         
a b . (68) 
Figure 12 fits equation (68). Indeed the longitudinal residual (FLOF x-axis) is zero-mean, whereas 
the formation command in Figure 10 tends to a nonzero term (the accelerometer bias to be rejected). 
Instead the radial residual (FLOF z-axis) is not zero mean, as the second and fourth rows in (68) 
predict.  
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Figure 13 Experimental spectral density of the longitudinal residual acceleration (GOCE satel-
lite).  
 
Figure 14 Simulated spectral density of the non-gravitational residuals for a single satellite. 
For comparison, Figure 13 shows the experimental drag-free residuals of the GOCE satellite 
along the axis aligned with the velocity vector (the unique GOCE drag-free axis). The horizontal 
segment above the spectral profiles indicates the upper limit equal to 20.025 μm/s / Hz  in the 
range B  of (38). Residuals vary with the epoch because the thermosphere density is highly sensi-
ble to solar activity. The frequency of the profile peak, close to 0.5 Hz, is the drag-free BW, close 
to the optimal value of Figure 9. Figure 14 shows the PSD of the time profiles in Figure 12. The 
PSD pertains to leader satellite of a pendulum formation. The high-frequency shape looks smaller 
than Figure 13, because drag model and thruster noise were to some extent simplified in the simu-
lated model. Formation control is such not to overshoot the spectral density. The formation control 
contribution is the series of decreasing resonances starting at the orbit frequency of 0.2 mHz. The 
peaks decrease at a rate of -20dB/decade, which is typical of a stepwise profile. 
CONCLUSION 
The paper outlines the mandatory design in terms of disturbance dynamics, their measurement 
and rejection for the formation and drag-free control of a two-satellite long-distance formation fly-
ing at low Earth orbit. A hierarchical control design has been designed, taking advantage of wide-
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band acceleration measurements capable of cancelling non gravitational accelerations. Then nar-
rower outer loops can be designed for keeping constant orbit altitude and formation distance. Alti-
tude control has been firstly solved stand alone, based on new dynamic equation of the satellite 
radius perturbations. Since altitude requirements only concern secular components less than the 
orbit frequency, the embedded model of the altitude has been obtained by discretizing the continu-
ous time equations at the orbit frequency. This allows designing a stepwise altitude control, which 
is sufficiently smooth not to degrade the drag-free residuals. The same method has been adopted 
for designing a formation control, which is capable of controlling in an integrated manner distance 
and altitude. Simulated and experimental results are provided.  
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APPENDIX  
Consider the first-order state equation 
 
     
   
0( , ) ,  0
1
x t sh x t bu t x x
y t x t
s
  

 

  (68) 
where the only assumption on  h   is that is sector bounded as follows 
 
 
   
max
,
0 ,  0
0<  
h x t
p x t
x t
p p
  
 
, (68) 
and that maxp  is known. The control goal is to asymptotically zero initial condition. No specific 
response time is imposed. The control law  
      0 max ,  0bu t p y t       (68) 
stabilizes (68) also in the worst case of    max,h x t p x t . The worst-case condition provides a 
bound to closed-loop state and command response as follows  
 0
0 max 0( )
t
t
x x e
b u p x e





  . (68) 
Consider now a control law typical of the Embedded Model Control: 
      1 , ,  0bu t y t sh x t     , (68) 
which explicitly compensates for h  without any a priori knowledge. The bound (68) only serves 
for tuning the estimator of h  and for fixing a bound on the estimation error variance, which is here 
neglected. State and command are now bounded by   
    
0
1 0 0,
t
t t
x x e
b u x e h x t p x e

  

 

    .  (68) 
The command ratio  
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 1
0 max
1
u p
u p


    (68) 
is always in favor of 1u  since it tends to unit only for . 
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